Wilson trying for record

Cagers take on Wesleyan in home opener tomorrow

By Armon Verbeekens

Coach Will Chasse's varsity wrestlers got the road to a perfect 3-0 start on Wednesday as they squashed a Boston College squad, 46-30.

Bill Harris '68 started the Engineers off as he pinned Matt Antonello in the first period, then scored 12 seconds in the second period of their match. Bill was reversed by the BC wrestler in the second period, but regained the advantage late in the round, and went on to take a reversing a fusion for the win.

Gerry Erickson '69, a newcomer to the team last year, made his varsity debut on Wednesday. Setting senior Pete Gately in 1:45 of the first period of the 130 lb. match, Erickson took Gately's head on the mat, then followed up over BC senior Tom Curtin. After Curtin took Jack DeJong in the first period, he reversed Jack in the second period, 1:45 and the Engineers gained a decided percent victory in early rounds. Jack easily turned his advantage into a pin.

Max Smith '69, another freshman, already scored 18 points for an average of nearly 6 points per meet. Max scored a quick reversal and led 2-0 going into the second period. Maximum scored another reversal in the third period, and

Flocke's Top NRSA in IM action

By Joel Hensbeekos

The Engineers will face off against the BC Engineers in the IM competition on Saturday. The win will put them in good standing for the season.

Lambada Chia started slowly Monday as he was defeated, 4-2 by Bob Ferrara in the 137 lb. match. In the 220 lb. match, John Fishback '68, took the win over Brian Froelich to the tune of 16-3.

Rudolf C. of Sigma Chi won the 145 lb. contest turned out to be a close match as he defeated John Maxham '69, 3:42 to pin Mike Calvey of BC and send MIT ahead, 38-35. Hest D'Angelo '67 put the road on as he scoring a 9-4 decision over Joe McCall.

BC took the next two matches, as senior Richard Moros did John Scherer '69 by a 10-0 tally, and Dick Bradley, a placewinner in last year's New England, scored a 5-4 decision against Al Landers '67 in the 177 lbs. weight class.

Schuman wins, 19-3

MIT picked up its last three points as expected, in the heavyweight class, as Captain Dave Jansson '68 demolished Bill Prock in the tune of 163.

Student-faculty basketball game set for Saturday, December 10

The faculty-student contest will take place between the MIT basketball teams.

Defending champions Doug Friedman '67 will face his toughest opponent in the evening as he takes on freshman whirl George Pantoulis. The young Canadian wrestler's impressive record has produced excellent results, and he is expected to produce an excellent match with Friedman. The other semi-final match between the winners of Ferrara '67 and Alan Greenfield '70 will be postponed until early January, since Greenfield is in the infirmary.

The faculty-student contest will be held Saturday night, December 11, in the Main Gym. The event will be sponsored by the Intramural Basketball Committee, and Herb Finger '68, Intramural Basketball manager.

GEORGE JONES, President of the AA, will act as commentator. After the victory, Captain and Ferrara '67 will receive trophies.

Jack Maxham '69 maneuvers for a pin after reversing Tom Curtin in the second period of the 137 pound match against the Boston College Eagles. Maxham went on to win the contest, 6-4. The Engineers dominated the home opener, 24-11.

Ferrara rolled out the match to win better than two minutes in riding time.

Weight loss returns Thilly

The 145-lb. contest turned out to be a surprise, as normally strong Bill Thilly '67 lost by pin to Soph Tom Pauli. Weakness did not have less of a challenge from their opponent.

The Bob Wells-coached team does not lack experience. Baron Foy, Price and Andre are all former college wrestlers. The sport, Coach Wells says that he has good balances and is working on improving the movement.
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